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• breathable & waterproof 4-layer fabric
• waterproof 20.000 mm (EN20811)
• breathable 9.000 g/sqm/24h (EN31092)
• reflective zones
• welded seams
• superstretch neoprene neck cuff*
• Cordura reinforcements on knees and seat part

MADE IN SLOVENIA

The Apollo derives of the PRO drysuit. A high collar with Polartec® fleece and 
incorporated hood, relieve dry zipper, fabric socks and more reflective zones makes it 
a perfect solution for constant wear in the most demanding situations.

The front dry TiZip zipper allows you easy dressing and closing of the suit. Elasticated 
waist, adjustable half belt, internal elasticated braces and preformed cuts makes this 
product extremely comfortable. The durability of the drysuit ensured by high tenacity 
cordura inserts on knees and seat. 

Each sandiline dry suit is tested for waterproffness before being put on the market. 
...who else can can assure you this?!

Features:
• breathable & waterproof 4 layer fabric
• waterproof 20.000 mm (EN20811)
• breathable 9.000 g/sqm/24h 
• reflective zones
• relief zipper
• high collar with Polartec® fleece
• incorporated hood
• latex or neoprene neck
• welded seams
• Cordura reinforcements on knees & seat part

MADE IN SLOVENIA

Dry suit PRO II 
& PRO Junior

Dry suit Apollo

JAOP002

• breathable & waterproof 4-layer fabric
• waterproof 20.000 mm (EN20811)
• breathable 9.000 g/sqm/24h (EN31092)
• reflective zones
• welded seams
• polartec fabric for inner side of the collar
• superstretch neoprene on wrists
• high tenacity Cordura reinforcements 
   on lower back and elbows
• semi-dry YKK zippers for pockets

MADE IN SLOVENIA

Sailing trousers have to be both performant and comfortable in all kinds 
of positions, movements and situations and for all kinds of body shapes. 
The usual solution is a compromise between all of those request more or 
less in favor of one end. Either the product is bulky and comfortable or 
performance oriented and uncomfortable for most situations.  
Our goal was to create a trouser that is comfortable, performant and not 
bulky. That moves, works, »breathes« with you. That is why we created 
the »breathe concept«. With light and stretchable materials on sides of 
the torso, the lower leg and shoulders we created a product that is always 
perfect fitting, regardless the position or operation, with no restrictions to 
comfort in any position.  
 
Features: 
• breathe concept 
• adjustable glide neoprene lined cuffs on ankles that prevent water from  
   entering the cavities on the legs; 
• dry relief zipper that makes the product watertight also above the belt 
   and relief without unzipping or raising the spraytop or jacket; 
• windproof, waterproof and breathable fabric on the front of the torso; 
• highly breathable (still windproof and waterproof), lighter and stretchable 
   fabric on the sides; 
• powermash net on the upper back and shoulders for ventilation; 
• cordura reinforcements on seat part and knees; 
• knife holder. 

MADE IN SLOVENIA

Jacket 
Oceanus

Trousers
Atlas

Spraytop
BSC

JAOP0021

JAOP130

JAOP132

JAOP1042
JAOP004 JAOP0045

• breathable & waterproof 4-layer fabric
• waterproof 20.000 mm (EN20811)
• breathable 9.000 g/sqm/24h (EN31092)
• reflective zones
• welded seams
• arm pocket
• double gaskets on wrists (neoprene and latex)
• Cordura reinforcements on elbows

MADE IN SLOVENIA

• waterproof 10.000 mm
• breathable 10.000 g/sqm/24h
• welded seams
• primaskin neoprene gaskets on wrists
• Cordura reinforcements on elbows

MADE IN SLOVENIA

• slim cut
• extremely light and strechable fabric
• waterproof 15.000 mm
• breathable 15.000 g/sqm/24h
• superelastic neoprene gaskets
• welded seams

MADE IN SLOVENIA

Spraytop
Metis

Spraytop 
Seastar

Spraytop 
S-Flex – 3L

• breathable (4.000 g/m2/24h)
• waterproof (8.000 mm)
• welded seams
• neoprene cuffs
• velcro adjustable neck and waist

MADE IN SLOVENIA

KAAN003



The EVOlution of our well known and appreciated ST hikers keeps all the qualities of its predecessor while gaining 
in comfort and durability. The new superstretch insert in the stomach area gives more comfort to the core when 
moving and allows a perfect fit for a wider range of body shapes. The knee reinforcements change of shape to give 
even more protection to the neoprene patches underneath and are made with an even more abrasion resistant 
material. The only other thing that changes is the coloration, the rest remains the same.

Preformed cuts and six different types of neoprenes, each one put exactly where its properties are most exalted, 
makes this product the ultimate hiking pant.

To achieve durability and comfort the back side is made with 6,5 mm small diamond neoprene, the 3,5 mm K1 
neoprene on the thighs makes the pants rigid where needed, the back of the knees & other parts where elasticity is 
needed are made with 2mm and 3 mm superstretch neoprene, the lower leg is made with small diamond neoprene 
to make the pants resistant to abrasions and more durable.

Unlike most other hiking pants, our product has integrated battens made of very stiff polyester put under a rubber 
plate, this combined with the stiffer neoprene on the thighs makes you feel as your legs and the pants are one. 
 
Features: 
• integrated battens; 
• abrasion resistant reinforcements on knees, seat part and tibia; 
• superstretch inserts in crotch, lower leg and stomach areas for more comfort; 
• non elastic K1 neoprene on upper legs to keep the battens firmly in place; 
• drain holes under the knees.

MADE IN SLOVENIA

Top composition: 
Outer layer: heat reflective, windproof, water repellent, 
abrasion resistant.

Middle layer: 1.5 mm neoprene for insualtion.

Inner layer: warm & quick dry fleece, pleasant to skin.

The »pee« zipper – Users often spend a lot of time in 
neoprene clothing. We put the zipper in a horizontal 
position, where other items or clothing, like spray-tops 
& PFD's cannot interfere with the opening procedure.

The other features of these hiking pants are similar to 
the EVO model:

To achieve durability and comfort the back side is 
made with 6,5 mm small diamond neoprene, the 3,5 
mm K1 neoprene on the thighs makes the pants rigid 
where needed, the back of the knees & other parts 
where elasticity is needed are made with 2mm and 
3 mm superstretch neoprene, the lower leg is made 
with 3mm small diamond neoprene to make the pants 
resistant to abrasions and more durable.

The integrated battens made of very stiff polyester put 
under a rubber plate, this combined with the stiffer 
neoprene on the thighs makes you feel as your legs 
and the pants are one.

MADE IN SLOVENIA

These pants are made with lighter and brighter 
materials than our EVO hiking pants, but still keep the 
same level of performance as the heavier model. 
To achieve durability and comfort the back side is 
made with 3 mm small diamond neoprene, the 2mm 
white neoprene on the thighs makes the pants rigid 
where needed, the back of the knees & other parts 
where elasticity is needed are made with 2mm and 3 
mm superstretch neoprene. 
Integrated battens made of very stiff polyester put 
under a rubber plate, combined with the stiffer 
neoprene on the thighs makes you feel as your legs 
and the pants are one. 
 
Features: 
• lighter material and bright colors, ideal for the 
   mid season; 
• integrated battens; 
• abrasion resistant reinforcements on knees, 
   seat part and tibia; 
• superstretch inserts in crotch and lower leg 
   areas for more comfort; 
• non-stretchable 2 mm white neoprene on upper 
   legs to keep the battens firmly in place; 
• drain holes under the knees.

MADE IN SLOVENIA

Hiking pants 
EVO & EVO 3/4

Hiking pants W2 Hiking pants 
Light

JAOP1112

JAOP1113

JAOP1115

JAOP1131

Composition: 80% Neoprene, 20% Nylon

Composition: 80% Neoprene, 20% Nylon

Composition: 80% Neoprene, 20% Nylon

These hikers were created for light winds and 
warm weather conditions. The material of choice 
is the stretchy, very comfortable and fresh 1.5mm 
M-flex airprene (perforated neoprene). The 
preformed thin (1mm) superstretch inserts in the 
crotch area make these hikers comfortable even 
when crouched inside the boat. 
The AirXlight are extremely comfortable and 
light,  but still maintain a high level of hiking 
performance due to the »hold« application on the 
upper legs that prevents the battens from moving. 
 
Features: 
• light weight - 30% lighter than EVO hikers; 
• fresh & comfortable 1.5mm M-flex airprene; 
• 1mm superstretch crotch inserts - increase 
   freedom of movement, reduce wrinkles; 
• »Hold« application - keep the battens in position 
   in every situation; 
• seat part and knee reinforcements; 
• integrated batten system. 

MADE IN SLOVENIA

The second generation of our pads comes with 
some useful novelties. The H-pads II feature a 
velcro closure which allows the adjustment of the 
pads to the perfect fit in every situation. The well 
known battens from our hiking pants are now 
non removable and incorporated in 15,5mm of 
neoprene (8,5mm inside and 7mm outside) in 
order to give height, comfort and keep the battens 
as fixed as possible while hiking.
The product still features the inner mesh lining 
which »sticks« to the skin and does not allow 
the pads to move sideways and down. The H 
pads II are available in three sizes or better 
lengths - short, medium and long. This means 
that the choice of the size is mostly affected by 
the preferred batten length, not by the width. The 
length of the inner batten in the lengths medium 
and long are shorter to provide better fitting and 
more freedom of movement in the crotch area.
The H-pads II are also available in one (fits all) 
junior size.

Features:
- 2mm mesh neoprene
- very stiff cross laminated fiberglass battens
- velcro adjustment

MADE IN SLOVENIA

Hiking pants 
Air Xlight

Hiking shorts 
Air Xlight

H-pads II

JAOP112

JAOP1132

Composition: 80% Neoprene, 20% Nylon

JAOP1212

MADE IN SLOVENIA



For greater freedom of movement and comfort 
this long john has super stretch neoprene inserts 
in delicate areas.

This long john also features A-symmetric cut 
on ankles for easier donning, less tearing and 
therefore more durability. The back of the long 
john is made with abrasion and tear resident 
supratex neoprene.

The YKK X-type 2 way zipper allows easy dressing 
and fast undressing.

Features:
• 3 mm neoprene;
• Superstretch grey neoprene inserts;
• flat seams;
• YKK X-type 2 way zipper;
• athletic cut.

The »AirVolution« gives a new perspective on one of 
the basic & most popular items of neoprene clothing.
We turned a simple, basic piece of neoprene clothing 
into a sophisticated & comfortable technical product 
with various useful & innovative solutions like:
• Antibacterial, breathable material on the upper part;
• Useful & comfortable pee zipper;
• Perfectly tailored in different fabrics, placed so their 
   properties give maximum advantage;
• Fashionable design.

Features:
1. The revolutionary feature of the »AirVolution« is the 
breathability of the upper part. This »upper part« of 
the long john is made with superstretch airprene - a 
perforated 1,5mm neoprene with an inner antibacterial 
& anti allergic thermo lining. With this neoprene we 
achieved more comfort through skin breathability, 
warmth, odour & rash prevention. Used alone or with 
a lycra rash guard the airprene gives you freshness, 
used with a spraytop, the thermal lining gives you extra 
warmth.
2. The comfortable, flexible knee protectors, which 
have virtually no impact on the freedom of movement 
(same as for the hiking pants).
3. The »pee« zipper – Users often spend a lot of time 
in neoprene clothing and there may be problems with 
a standard long john, even if it has a long zipper. We 
put the zipper in a horizontal position, where other 
items or clothing, like spray-tops & PFD’s cannot 
interfere with the opening procedure.
4. Preformed cuts and six different types of neoprene 
(thickness from 1,5 to 3mm) , each one placed exactly 
where its properties are most effective.

MADE IN SLOVENIA

The ideal solution for beginers, schools and 
rentals.

The YKK X-type 2 way zipper allows easy dressing 
and fast undressing. This long john also features 
A-symmetric cut on ankles for easier donning, 
less tearing and therefore more durability.

This long john is made with 3 mm double lined 
neoprene. The back of the long john is made with 
abrasion and tear resident duratex neoprene.

Features:
• duratex reinforces on the seat;
• A-symmetric cut on ankles;
• YKK X-type 2 way zipper;
• big character sizing.

MADE IN SLOVENIA

Long John
SuperFlexZip

Long John 
Airvolution

Long John
BasicZip

KANO1022

KANO103

KANO2011

Composition: 80% Neoprene, 20% Nylon

Composition: 80% Neoprene, 20% Nylon

Composition: 80% Neoprene, 20% Nylon

Shirt Lycra 
long & short sleeve

The high quality superelastic spandex offers high 
rating of UV protection from the sun even when wet. 
Rubberised neoprene cuffs on the wrists and at the 
waist help to keep the rashvest in place when worn on 
rough water or extreme movements. 
 
Features: 
• excellent UV protection; 
• athletic fit and performance cuts; 
• high elasticity; 
• flat stitched to prevent chafing; 
• rubberised neoprene wrist and waist cuffs. 

Airvolution 
HWS

A very warm base layer, a neoprene shirt that makes 
sense under a breathable spray top, a comfortable skin 
tight top. A piece of equipment that is so versatile, that 
it can be useful in almost all weather conditions. 
 
Features: 
• 1.5 mm Superstretch thermo antibacterial 
   airprene (perforated neoprene) on torso; 
• 1.5 mm M-flex  airprene under the arms; 
• designed for optimal body fit; 
• extended cut for thermal protection of lower back 
   and kidneys; 
• shoulders and upper sleeves protected by 2 mm 
   superstretch glideskin neoprene. 

MADE IN SLOVENIA

Composition
Outer layer: Heat reflective, windproof, water repellent, abrasion resistant.
Middle layer: 1.5 mm neoprene for insulation.
Inner layer: Warm & quick dry fleece, pleasant to skin.

Features:
• lightweight 4-way stretch material;
• curved back: protects the lower back in every situation;
• neck: high on sides to prevent heat loss on neck, lower on front & back for 
   comfort & freedom of movement;
• curved seams to prevent wrinkles on elbow;
• wrist cuffs: superstretch neoprene with primaskin internal lining.

MADE IN SLOVENIA

Ideal addition to keep the ideal core temperature in variable weather conditions.

Features:
• stretchable and skin pleasant 1.5mm M/flex airprene
• open cut on shoulders for freedom of movement
• carefullz designed, bodz hugging shape for best comfort and performance

MADE IN SLOVENIA

Skin 05 
long & short sleeve

Our tight, athletic cut shirt made with 0.5 mm 
superstretch neoprene with metalite inner lining will 
provide warmth and comfort.

Features: 
• very thin (0,5mm) superstretch neoprene; 
• metalite lining; 
• athletic fit; 
• flat 4 needle stitching.

MADE IN SLOVENIA

KANO510

KANO110 KALI0021

Composition: 80% Neoprene, 20% Nylon

Composition: 80% Neoprene, 20% Nylon

Composition: 90% Nylon, 10% Spandex

Prometheus Vest Airvolution

KANO520 KANO511



Poncho towel

Pants Flex Air Splash 1.5
– Shorts
– 3/4
– Long with reinforced knees

A well taught towel poncho made with 100% terry cotton, that really does the drying 
job. Although it is a simple product we took a lot of care to details as usually. 
The hood fits nicely; the hands openings are just the right size so you can put the 
hands inside easily while changing clothes, but still small enough you do not see 
inside; there is an inner semidry pocket with a waterproof lining on the inside so you 
can put your fresh  underwear (or wet swimsuit) without the fear of getting it wet.

Poncho (100% cotton) 
sizes: - Junior/S - covers from kids 10 years to persons up to 170 cm 
roughly;  L - Adult, 170 cm and above

Pants Splash 20

High rising and »curved« neoprene pants made with a combination of 2 mm double 
lined regular and 2mm superstretch neoprene for performance, comfort and 
durability. 
 
Features: 
• superstretch neoprene at the crotch and waist; 
• carefully designed, body hugging, shape to increase warmth; 
• flat 4 needle stitching; 
• extra high rising at back to help stay the lower back warm.

MADE IN SLOVENIA

The midseason solution 

The pants AirSplash are meant to be used when is too cold for shorts or spandex 
leggings, but still not cold enough for a neoprene pant. The 1,5mm airprene 
(perforated neoprene) allows the skin to breathe while giving comfort, warmth and 
UV protection even when wet. The pants Airsplash can be used alone or as technical 
underwear with shorts such as our Tech boardies. The cushioned and reinforced 
knee pads protect your knees and gives extra durability to the product. 
 

Features: 

• stretchable and skin pleasant 1,5mm M-flex airprene; 
• cushioned and reinforced knees; 
• carefully designed, body hugging shape for best comfort and performance; 
• extra high rising at back to help stay warm the lower back.

MADE IN SLOVENIA

KANO3161

KANO3151

KANO0091

KANO3171

KANO3181

KANO1093

CASU411 CASU412

KANO0096

Composition: 80% Neoprene, 20% Nylon

Composition: 80% Neoprene, 20% Nylon

Composition: 80% Neoprene, 20% Nylon

Composition: 100% Cotton

Tech Boardies

The Tech boardies are windproof, splash proof, breathable and durable boardies designed 

for keel boat sail racing but so versatile that are useful in all kinds of watersports and all 

kind of conditions. The Tech boardies can be used alone when warm or as a top protective 

layer over technical undewear in windy and cold conditions. The shape of these shorts is 

designed to have the perfect fitting when seated, but with no restrictions to freedom of 
movement and no fear of getting hooked somewhere on the boat due to its slim cut. The 

side fittings on the belt allow a perfect fit for every situation and does not bother when 
bending over the boat's railing. 

 

Features: 

• cordura reinforced seat part; 

• curved shape for perfect fitting in seated position; 
• breathable, windproof and splash proof fabric; 

• welded seams; 

• side belt adjustments; 

• slim cut.

MADE IN SLOVENIA

KAOP3043

KAOP304

KAOP3041

Composition: 80% Nylon. 15% Polzurethane, 5% Neoprene Composition: 80% Nylon. 15% Polyurethane, 5% Neoprene

Pants 
Skin 05

Our new 0.5 mm superstretch neoprene shorts not only look more stylish, they also 
offer a body hugging, improved fit for better comfort and increased warmth.

Features:
• Extra-stretchy neoprene at the crotch and waist 
   for better movement
• Carefully designed, body hugging, shape 
   to increase warmth
• Extra high rising at back to help stay warm

MADE IN SLOVENIA

Pants 
FP Double

Inner pant features:
• Flex 24 airprene
• Carefully designed, body hugging shape to increase comfort
• Extra high rising at back to help stay warm the lower back
• 3/4 length

Outer pant features:
• breathable (4.000 g/m2/24h)
• waterproof (8.000 mm)
• windproof
• welded seams

MADE IN SLOVENIA

QuickDry

The T-Shirt «SANDILINE Quick dry» is perfect for sports activities and free time also 
in the hot summer days. It dries very quickly. Furthermore it is antibacterial treated 
and has UV 50+, which protects the skin from harmful UV rays. The Sandiline design 
really makes you feel what you are - unique.

Features:
• Sizes: from XXS to XXL - slim fit
• 100% polyester
• antibacterial treatment
• UV 50+

CASU121



Socks 
Skin 05

Socks
Splash 30

Neoprene socks useful for a variety of watersports. 
They keep your feet warm and protected.  
The socks are made with 3mm double lined nylon 
neoprene, the soles are reinforced with abrasion 
resistant supratex lining. 
 
Features: 
• 3 mm double lined neoprene; 
• supratex soles; 
• glued & blind-stitched. 

MADE IN SLOVENIA

Neoprene socks useful for a variety of watersports. 

This acessory is usable for a variety of watersports 
to keep your feet warm and protected. The neoprene 
socks are available in different thicknesses to fit your 
needs & usage conditions.

The socks are made with double lined nylon neoprene 
(option: thermoplush interior) in thicknesses 3mm

Baselayer Polartec® Powerstretch® Pro

Meant for cold weather outdoor performance, designed 
to be confortable & fit perfectly during all kind of movements.
Made with Polartec® Power Stretch® Pro material.

Features:
• performance cut;
• flat stitching;
• light weight;
• body hugging 4-way stretch;
• keeps your skin dry when you sweat;
• highly breathable
• wind & abrasion resistant;
• comfortable next-to-skin.

MADE IN SLOVENIA

KAPO001

KAPO002

KAPO004

KANO116
PTOP015 PTOP016

KAPO003

Composition: 80% Neoprene, 20% Nylon

Composition: 70% Neoprene, 20% Rubber, 10% Nylon

Composition: 70% Neoprene, 20% Rubber, 10% Nylon

Composition: 70% Neoprene, 20% Rubber, 10% Nylon

Composition: 80% Neoprene, 20% Nylon

Composition: 80% Neoprene, 20% Nylon

Composition: 53% Polyesther, 38 Nylon, 9% Spandex

Boots 
Hiker

Boots 
Neos

Low shoes
Sand

PFD SlimPFD Pro

Socks 5 mm 
Thermo

The boot leans back in order to suit the hikers feet po-
sition on the boat, the non-slipping sole provides good 
grip while the heel and front rubber reinforcements 
provides comfort and durability. For easy donning the 
boots are equipped with a side zipper.

Features:
• preformed cut
• double lined 5 mm neoprene
• YKK side zipper
• Non sliping rubber sole
• toe cap and heel reinforcements

The soft double lined 5 mm neoprene makes it very 
comfortable in every situation. The side zipper allows 
easy donning. The non slip rubber with reinforcement 
on heel and toe makes this product very durable & 
resistant.

Features:
• double lined nylon neoprene 
   5 mm
• side zipper
• rubber sole
• toe cap and heel reinforcements
• designed to be used also 
   with open heel fins.

Quality neoprene shoes with a flexible treaded rubber 
sole to protect your feet. Can be easily and comfortably 
worn in the boat.

Features:
• Adjustable velcro strap and ankle 
   drawcord for a snug fit - both 
   removable
• 2 mm double line neoprene
• rubber sole

So slim and light that you will forget you are 
wearing a PFD. 

Features:
• durable & resistant cordura 500 outer fabric;
• Low foam at front;
• 3 elasticated adjuster straps on each side for  
   good fit;
• thin & coated webbing shoulder straps;
• Tapered foam cut allows easy leaning forward  
   and backward
ISO12402-5 Approved

MADE IN SLOVENIA

The new PRO has adjustable webbings on the shoul-
der, ISO 12402 - 5 approved and ICF registred.
A minimalist design for competition performance. The 
soft AIREX foam is cut to aid easy movement. The PRO 
is the favourite amongst the Sandiliners & other world 
class athletes.

Features:
• durable & resistant cordura 500 outer fabric
• low foam at front
• 3 elasticated adjuster straps on each side for 
   good fit 
• Comfortable and low bulk neoprene & adjustable  
   webbing shoulder straps
• Tapered foam cut allows easy leaning forward and  
   backward
ISO12402-5 Approved

MADE IN SLOVENIA

When weather conditions are to hot for 3 mm 
neoprene socks, but is still too cold to be barefoot 
these 0,5mm neoprene socks are the ideal 
solution.

JAOP014

JAOP002

JAOP016

KAPLJ104

JAOP017

KAPLJ102

Gloves 
Newera

This gloves are made from tough armara material. 
The Palm, Thumb & Forefinger area are reinforced for 
maximum protection and durability.



Sandiline d.o.o.

Pobeška cesta 19A, SI-6000 Koper
phone: +386 5 6398 500

fax: +386 5 6398 982
e-mail: info@sandiline.com

skype: sandiline_retail

Unique As You Are!

Hoodies

Features:
• material – high quality 380 g/m2, brushed 
   and shaved pleasant material
• neck – zipper that closes up to the chin or even 
   mouth
• hood – closes the ears very nicely, moves nicely 
   with the head
• available in man and woman versions.

Composition: 80% Cotton, 20% Polyesther

Woman
CASU1323 (grey/green)
CASU1324 (blue/white)

Man
CASU1321 (green/gray)
CASU1322 (blue/white)


